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Abstract—Measuring the spatially variant point spread function (PSF) on a PET scanner involves using a point source to sample the field of view (FOV) at multiple locations. However, since most clinically used isotopes have short half-lives, usually other non-clinically used long-lived isotopes are employed in practice. As such, due to the difference in positron range, non-optimal PSF models that do not correspond to those needed for the data to be reconstructed, are used within resolution modelling (RM) image reconstruction, usually underestimating the true PSF. In our previous work, the spatially variant PSF was measured on the HRRT based on clinically used isotopes. Here we extend the work by evaluating the impact of using isotope-specific PSF maps within RM image reconstruction. Evaluation is performed using point source, phantom and clinical datasets. Results suggest that further improvements in spatial resolution and contrast can be obtained by using an isotope-specific PSF.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Resolution recovery image reconstruction algorithms in PET imaging have been shown to improve both signal to noise ratio as well as spatial resolution, leading to more accurate quantification. Despite the added complexity of such algorithms their aforementioned attributes have led recently to their introduction in most clinically used scanners. Derivation and implementation of the PSF in projection space constitutes the most accurate approach, but due to the finite number of measurements as well as the subsequent response parameterization and further interpolation, image based techniques can yield similar results [1]. Whether implemented in image or projection space, these algorithms are usually based on an accurate estimation of the spatially invariant or variant PSF obtained from measured point source data [2-4]. However these measurements are usually performed based on long-lived isotopes not typically used in clinical practice [2, 5]. As such, with the measured kernels being positron range dependant, the PSF models used within image reconstruction do not correspond to the actual blurring in the measured data usually under-estimating the true PSF and leading to suboptimal resolution recovery during reconstruction. In whole body scanners, were spatial resolution is dominated by scanner specific resolution degrading effects, the PSF is less susceptible upon changes in the isotope's positron range. However in high resolution brain and pre-clinical imaging the overall spatial resolution becomes positron range limited with potentially substantial benefits to be gained from using isotope specific kernels within RM image reconstruction. In our previous work using a printing point source technique which enables simultaneous evaluation of the spatial variant PSF at multiple locations in the FOV, we demonstrated the feasibility of deriving isotope specific PSFs from clinically used positron emitting isotopes using the high resolution research tomograph (HRRT) [6-8]. Extending this work and using a recently implemented spatially variant resolution modelling (SVRM) reconstruction for the HRRT based on the ordinary Poisson ordered subsets expectation maximization algorithm (OPOSEM), we evaluate the impact of isotope dependant PSFs within image reconstruction [9].

II. METHODS

The spatially variant PSF was experimentally measured on the HRRT by printing an array of 15 ( radially - 18.5 nm spacing ) × 11 ( axially - 19.5 mm spacing) point sources, 1mm in diameter using fluorine-18 (mean positron range of 0.66 mm) and carbon-11 (mean positron range of 1.266 mm) [10]. Due to the PSF on the HRRT being invariant under axial transformations, the PSF map was generated from averaging the parameters derived across the 11 axial positions. To assess the impact of using isotope-specific PSF compared to the
standard PSF (being non-specific to the isotope of the study to be reconstructed) we used carbon-11 datasets. To assess the spatial resolution characteristics we used carbon-11 point source data and a single scan of the point source array was acquired for 60 minutes collecting $65 \times 10^6$ prompts. To evaluate bias-variance performance the Esser image quality phantom was scanned and analysed to the NEMA specifications [11]. The 8, 12, 16, and 25 mm cylinders were filled with carbon-11 with a 4:1 ratio over the warm background. Two 25 mm cylinders were left empty and along with a 25mm solid cylinder represented cold regions. Data were acquired for 120 minutes collecting $8.7 \times 10^8$ prompts. Finally a single clinical $[^{11}C]$methionine dataset from a patient with a grade II oligodendroglioma was used [12]. The patient was injected with 430 MBq of $[^{11}C]$methionine followed by a 60 minute data acquisition in list-mode and a 6 minute transmission scan for attenuation correction. All datasets were reconstructed using 2 SVRM reconstructions: the one using the fluorine-18 derived PSF map, representing our standard variant PSF map available on the HRRT (non-isotope specific SVRM reconstruction) and the one using the carbon-11 derived PSF map, representing the isotope specific PSF map (isotope specific SVRM reconstruction) [9]. As such the fluorine-18 based SVRM reconstruction should underestimate the true PSF on the carbon-11 datasets compared to the carbon-11 based SVRM reconstruction which should provide a good match. For comparison the datasets were also reconstructed using OPOSEM without RM, as well as with the HRRT user's community spatially invariant RM (SIRM) reconstruction [13-16].

### III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig 1 shows graphs of contrast recovery (CR) versus image roughness (IR) for the 25 mm hot (i) and cold (ii) sphere for up to 20 iterations (16 subsets) as well as images of the Esser phantom (at matched IR level) for all 4 reconstructions. In the cold sphere, the carbon-11 SVRM reconstruction has a ~94% CR at the 20th iteration compared to ~92% for the fluorine-18 SVRM at the same variance level. In the hot sphere no significant difference can be seen between the 2 SVRM reconstructions. The carbon-11 SVRM method converges more slowly due to the broader PSF kernels and probably more than 20 iterations are needed to see potentially improved bias variance performance. However this is to be expected as the cylinders in the Esser phantom are not centrally located (~7cm off centre) where the difference between the isotope specific (carbon-11) and non-specific (fluorine-18) RM reconstructions should be more pronounced. Towards the edge of the radial FOV were the parallax error dominates the resolution, the positron range has little impact resulting in the variant PSF maps from the 2 isotopes being comparable and the respective reconstructions perform similarly. Reconstructed images of the clinical $[^{11}C]$methionine dataset are shown in Fig. 2 for all methods, as well as the difference between the isotope specific and non-specific RM reconstructions (carbon-11 - fluorine-18). Increased contrast is obtained in the carbon-11 SVRM reconstruction looking at their difference, with the improvements located at the boundaries of regions with high activity gradient and with a peak uptake difference in the tumour of 1-1.5%. Finally profiles from the reconstructed carbon-11 point sources are plotted in Fig. 3 (20th iteration). Resolution recovery is more pronounced using the carbon-11 SVRM reconstruction despite its slower convergence compared to the fluorine-18 SVRM reconstruction. However at the 20th iteration all reconstructions have almost converged (after 15th iteration no significant change was seen) showing the improved resolution characteristics obtained by using the isotope specific PSF within the reconstruction.

### IV. CONCLUSION

Improved images can be obtained using RM reconstruction algorithms with PSF maps specific to the isotope of the study.
Fig. 3 Profiles from the point source data reconstructed with all methods.

to be reconstructed. These improvements depend on the positron range difference between the isotope used to derive the standard PSF maps used by the scanner and the isotope used in the study to be reconstructed. In our investigation we used carbon-11 datasets and as we selected the fluorine-18 PSF to represent the standard PSF map, the improvements obtained by using the carbon-11 PSF are modest. More significant benefits are expected to be gained in studies using water-15 or rubidium-82 based tracers by using isotope specific PSFs within reconstruction.
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